Not Only Gypsy. 
A Study in Musical Rhapsody
(Summary)
The semantics and aesthetics of ‘rhapsody’ – one of oldest European literary and musical concepts – have considerably changed over the long years of its existence. While the most characteristic traits of rhapsody remained unchanged, their understanding and interpretation as well as the usage of the very word ‘rhapsody’ altered depending on the times and circumstances. Although once quite popular as a literary genre, rhapsody underwent several changes and since the mid 19th century has been predominantly identified with a musical (e.g. vocal, but preferably instrumental) composition. It is conventionally defined as a piece without fixed form, featuring instead a number of rather brief, often disjointed musical ideas (motifs) loosely integrated into the overall structure of the lyrical yet expressive work in many parts. From the entries in the contemporary encyclopaedias we can also learn that musical rhapsodies cherished great popularity in the 19th century, were massively composed still in the first half of the 20th century, but somehow lost their appeal to the composers of the second half of the last century. It is also well known that rhapsodies – either for the piano solo or for the whole orchestra, sometimes featuring solos (instrumental or vocal) – have been written by the most prominent European and American composers of the 19th and 20th century, inter alia Johannes Brahms, Antonín Dvořák, Claude Debussy, Maurice Ravel, George Gershwin, George Enescu and many others. However, in the eyes of music lovers and critics, probably none of these composers became so closely, even intimately connected with the genre of rhapsody as Franz Liszt – the author of Rhapsodies hongroises (Hungarian Rhapsodies). From the moment of their publication they were featured in the repertoire of amateurish musicians as well as concert pianists performing in the most renowned music halls. 
Consequently in this book Liszt is shown as a composer who played seminal role in establishing the status of rhapsody as a musical genre intrinsically joined with the imaginary ideal of Gypsyness. The romantic concept of ‘Gypsyness’ is defined here as an intellectual construct rather than the description of the reality; as a romantic vision of the world stimulated by various creators (writers, poets, painters, etc.) who idealized the figure of a Gypsy as someone unafraid to express extreme emotions by the means of music. The book argues that the union of rhapsody and Gypsyness brought a number of far fetching consequences, including the ossification of the image of a European Gypsy musician as a bard (a rhapsod) and the fossilization of presumptions concerning allegedly unstable nature of people called Gypsies (presumably characterized by the polarity of their nature and rapidly changing their moods from frantic enthusiasm to profound melancholy). It is also claimed in the book that the concepts of rhapsody and Gypsyness fed back into themselves in the process of routing back and imposed on each other its own aesthetics. Rhapsody became treated as a typical representative for programmatic music with strong national overtones, while its unrestrained structure supposedly reflected its Gypsy connotations. And yet, as a genre with national implications, often associated with literary sources, rhapsody bore similarities to another romantic genre – that of the ballad. While both genres shared a number of resemblances, the distinctive feature of the rhapsody remained its close association with the concept of Gypsyness. This strong link, the book argues, has been affecting rhapsody and still does, even today, impacting its development and specific perception.


